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PREFACE 

 

 Praise and thanks writer prays to God who has mercy, health and His bounty so 

writer can completing this proposals thesis with a title “INDIVIDUAL INCOME 

TAX SYSTEM COMPARISONS BETWEEN INDONESIA AND CHINA”. 

 As for the purpose of writing thesis this is to meet one of for the requirements 

for an undergraduate degree S-1 at Esa Unggul University. The preparation of 

proposals thesis can be guidance , assistance and support several parties. For that 

writer would like express thanks to: 

1.    Mr.Dr. Arief Kusuma, AP, MBA as Rector of  Esa Unggul University. 

2.    Mrs. Wang  JingPing as Rector of International Office XiaoZhuang 

University. 

3. Mr. Dr. MF. Arrozi, SE, M.Si, CA, as Dean of Economy Faculty of Esa 

Unggul University. 

4. Mr. Adrie Putra, SE, MM asHead of course of study an undergraduate degree 

accounting the economics faculty of Esa Unggul University and adviser 

lecturer who was ready to be taking the time and mind to help an author in 

writing this thesis, whether matter and the technical as well as upper criticism 

and advice provided to an author.  

5. Mrs. Sophie Mou as Foster mother during writer was in china. 
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6. All lecturers the economics faculty of Esa Unggul University and Nanjing 

XiaoZhuang university who have made science and teaching to an author . 

7. All staff the economics faculty of Esa Unggul University and XiaoZhuang 

University who helped writer in resolving this proposals thesis. 

8. Specially thanks to my mother, father, my sisters and my beloved who always 

provide support, motivation and pray to writer  so that writer to have completed 

this thesis. 

9. And all parties that cannot be writer mention one by one, who purposefully or 

deliberately gives assistance, support, or prayer for writer . 

 The end of a word writer realizing that in writing thesis this there are still much 

weakness, due to the limited of knowledge and capability who writers have. Hence, 

criticisms and suggestions that is build is very writer expect. Writer may well be that 

thesis this can be a useful tool to parties that requires and read it. 

 

 

Jakarta,September 2015 
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 (Theresia Selviana)  

 


